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Abstract—Despite its widespread applications,

artificial intelligence is still dwarfed by human brain
in key aspects, highlighting the potential of modeling
approach. Recently, a novel theory asserts that all
human memories are physically encoded by
meaningful synaptic pairs, which indivisibly
constitute the smallest memory unit, following
cross-indexing in the hippocampus, fresh memories
are hierarchically orchestrated into pyramidal
memory islet. Modeled on this framework, artificial
neural memories (ANM) with processor function are
constructed into virtual 3D pyramid, in which each
component is controlled by a checkpoint gate carrying
dynamically evolving weight that is defined by a
simple function and reset after each significant event.
Similar categories of ANM are vertically organized
into higher-level pyramids, meanwhile, distinct but
closely associated categories of ANM are horizontally
organized into flat networks, between any two
pyramids, a virtual gate carrying contingent weight
sets the priority and dominance of upstream pyramid.
To address the creativity problem, each ANM
pyramid is allowed to establish transient links with
distal pyramids based on outliers or anomalies to
explore creative solutions. In addition, optional
plug-in satellite modules such as unsupervised
machine learning clustering algorithms can be linked
to expand the capability of this transparent ANM
architecture.

Keywords—artificial intelligence, artificial memory,
human memory, modeling approach

I. Introduction

In the past decade, artificial intelligence (AI) has found
applications in numerous fields from autonomous vehicle
to disease diagnosis[1], largely ascribing to the availability
of big data and the rising computing power, as an
emerging trend, the advancement of AI is picking up pace
into the future[2]. Notwithstanding, even the most
advanced AI system is bested by human intelligence in
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creativity, intuition, and insight[3]. Taking navigation
through a forest for instance, humans can jog along a
complex zigzag path at ease while listening to favorite
music, but this is certainly a daunting task for unmanned
aerial vehicles equipped with advanced sensors and
sophisticated AI. This reality further highlights the
potential of modeling approach, perhaps, the future
breakthrough of AI truly relies on the elucidation of brain
functions[4], but first things first, building a sounding
artificial memory architecture would be the first step to
create true artificial intelligence[5].

A newly developed theoretical framework, however,
systematically reexamined and depicted human memory
mechanics from a different perspective[6]. The proposed
memory encoding at cellular level suggests that human
brain must cope with massive amount of data using a
capacity significantly lower than previously expected. In
addition to underscoring the brilliant strategies adopted
by human brain, the progressive understanding of human
memory encoding and orchestration might facilitate a
shift from neuron-based artificial neural networks to
synapse-based neural memory architecture. If modeled
properly, stereoscopic artificial neural memories (ANM)
with processor function can be constructed to mimic
human brain behavior with embedded efficiency and
creativity.

II. The Smallest Memory Unit

In contrast with the conventional hypothesis of
synaptic plasticity[7,8], this new theory asserts that human
memory is directly encoded by meaningful synaptic pairs,
which indivisibly constitute the smallest memory unit
(SMU) capable of encoding and preserving memories
regardless of the synaptic strength and maturity state.
During memory formation, synaptic plasticity serves a
single-minded purpose to strengthen and stabilize the
newly formed SMU. All concomitant biochemical
cascades in neurons, particularly in the synapses, are
triggered by and in turn support the synaptic plasticity.
Although the strength of SMU does not affect its
encoding ability, the weight it carries not only determines
the endurance but also sets the priority of stored
memories.
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Under this framework, human brain adopts two
encoding strategies: the first is for visual memories; the
second is for linguistic, auditory, and olfactory memories.
Both strategies make efficient memory preservation
possible by utilizing the minimum data points and by
involving the least number of neurons without creating
redundant connectivity within a neural circuitry. During
visual memory formation, highly streamlined silhouettes
containing key features of images projected from the
retina are faithfully encoded by SMU involving
adjacently interconnected neurons in the visual cortex
(Fig. 1, left panel).

Fig. 1 Visual memory encoding of a triangle (left panel)
and linguistic memory encoding of compound word
“cerebro-vascular” (right panel). SMU: oval and
semi-moon pairs; neuron: irregular shape with jagged
edges; axon: thick curves with arrows; dendrite: thin
curves. The triangular shape with dotted sides (left) is
encoded by SMU; the dotted curves connecting neurons
(right) indicate that the neurons are interconnected and
able to take coherent action when firing simultaneously.

In visual memories, the number of SMU recruited to
encode geometric shapes is directly proportional to the
needed details and inversely proportional to the use
frequency. For example, a minimum of 3 SMU involving
3 adjacently interconnected neurons are sufficient to
encode the respective corners of a triangle. When these
wired neurons fire together, the stored image is instantly
reconstructed. The rapid recognition and categorization
of visual objects may be accomplished through a cascade
of reflexive and feedforward computation[9,10]. Because
each stored visual image is described by an abstract
concept, additional features can be added back to the
reconstructed images in mental representation.

Words are recognized by vision, audition, and touch,
unimodal visual representation of words is found in left
occipitotemporal sulcus, while multimodal reaction to
audiovisual stimulation is observed in lateral
inferotemporal area[11]. Unlike visual memory, English
words, possibly auditory and olfactory memories as well,
are encoded by an individually varied combination of
SMU involving adjacently interconnected neurons in a
neuron-specific manner. Accordingly, divergent sets of

SMU on the same neuron can encode different words as
long as the wired neurons differ, when this neuron
assembly is activated, the whole word is represented[12].
Since English words are composed of letters, the number
of SMU recruited to encode a word is determined by
personal experience, use habits, and spelling needs. From
an efficiency standpoint, linguistic encoding would
progressively favor the whole word or root words over
individual letters (Fig. 1, right panel).

During memory formation, activity-induced long-term
potentiation upgrades the strength and enlarges the
surface area of synapses[13], given the known composition
of mushroom-head synapses, it is reasonably to assume
that larger SMU is structurally more endurable. Since
enlarged synapses can accommodate more synaptic
vesicles, larger SMU is able to fire more frequently and
release more neurotransmitters at each firing, therefore
carrying more weights. During memory retrieval and
utilization, differential weights set the priority and
dominance of stored memories.

Nonetheless, not all synaptic pairs subject to plasticity
modification are memory-encoding SMU, numerous
synapses function as crucial checkpoints within a neural
circuitry. After each learning experience, the weights of
all involved synaptic pairs are either strengthened or
weakened to reset the priority of upstream memories. The
dynamically changing weights, together with the rewiring
of neural circuitry, form the basis for constantly refined
knowledge structure and updated personal experience.

III. The Pyramidal Memory Islet

Similar categories of memories are hierarchically
orchestrated into a vertical architecture known as the
pyramidal memory islet (PMI), which is defined and
controlled by a language-based abstract concept sitting at
the apex[6]. Each PMI functions as memory encoder and
processor at the same time to store and process a specific
type of information.

Within the visual cortex, memories are stored in the
form of highly-streamlined silhouettes containing key
features of the original images. Taking geometry for
example, the PMI for a right triangle consists of
hierarchically organized essential components such as
abstract concept, indexing tag, image silhouette,
Pythagorean theorem, and calculation formula (Fig. 2).
Since reasonable deformation and approximation are
allowed during object recognition, these silhouettes can
be directly and quickly compared even if the visual
presentations vary in appearance, size, and position.
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Fig. 2 PMI architecture representing a right triangle
dominated by an abstract concept of geometric
description.

When the PMI is activated, the brain instantly
reconstructs a mental image of right triangle and enriches
its contents as needed, depending on the real-world
scenarios, relevant associative memories may also be
recalled. Within the PMI, the following logic comes into
play: the more frequent or intense the stimulation of a
particular memory component is, the more potent the
potentiation will be; the more the affiliated components
are simultaneously activated, the more efficient the
potentiation will be; when the SMU of a particular
component is potentiated, all associated SMU within the
same PMI will be strengthened correspondingly to
varying extents.

Vertically, similar categories of PMI such as those
representing right triangle and isosceles triangle are
further orchestrated hierarchically into a larger memory
islet, in which each constituent PMI carries an overall
weight and makes weighed contribution to specific
memory-related processes. This pyramidal architecture is
consistent with the hierarchical multi-layer structure and
characteristic connectivity patterns in primate visual
cortex[14]. Horizontally, distinct but closely associated
categories of PMI are laterally interconnected to form flat
neural networks, which is of particular significance
because the extensively interconnected PIM clusters can
support the complex state of larger neural networks.

Unlike computers equipped with a single RAM, each
PMI has the capability to contingently form working
memories, the underlying mechanics depend on transient
formation of SMU to establish temporary memory buffers
in close vicinity and transient links between memory
components. When the exploratory links with distal
memories are formed by educated guess, unorthodox
ideas and solutions can be created, providing the
neurological basis for intuition, insight and creativity.

In spite of debates on the relationship between
short-term memory and long-term memory, these
seemingly different phenomena can be regarded as two
distinctive stages of the same continuum, in another word,
both types of memories are co-localized to the same
neocortex in situ, instead of transferring from elsewhere.
In order to preserve the integrity and continuity of
memories, a cross-indexing library is needed to maintain
a stereoscopic map, which is essential to interpret the
nature and spatial localization of stored memories within
the PMI. Although the precise anatomical site is yet to be
determined, the available evidence suggests that the
proposed cross-indexing library likely resides in the
hippocampus, and/or the amygdala[15,16].

To make rooms for new memories and establish
integrative associations with existing memories, it is
imperative to remodel the PMI by rewiring its constituent
components. As shown in contextual fear memory studies,
the remodeling process was characterized by the
formation and elimination of corresponding dendritic
spines[17,18], which was closely correlated with better
survival performance in animals[19]. According to the
SMU theory, the remodeling process follows certain logic:
the larger the mushroom-head SMU is, the stronger the
synaptic cytoskeleton should be, the more difficult the
remodeling will be; the more extensive the association is,
especially when the component is closely associated with
the abstract concept, the more difficult the rewiring will
be. These fundamental rules may help explain why deeply
ingrained thoughts and ideas are more difficult to change.

The cross-indexing and remodeling processes can
explain the puzzling phenomenon of dream. During the
activation of cross-indexing library and the rewiring of
preexisting memory components within a PMI, the stored
memories such as episodic memories are temporarily
activated as unintended byproducts, leading to transient
replay of past memories. This explains why the memories
played in most dreams are frequently fragmented, in fact,
the dream frequently includes the most recent experience,
and only occasionally, recalls some nearly lost remote
memories.

Within a PMI pyramid, the hierarchical orchestration
and logic association of memories should provide certain
intrinsic monitoring and feedback mechanisms to
automatically maintain essential functional integrity of all
memory components. Besides the robust properties of
encoding SMU, memory endurance may partially be
attributable to these built-in feedback mechanisms by
guiding targeted repair of the impaired and lost
constituent components.
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IV. The Artificial Neural Memories

To mimic the SMU encoding and PMI orchestration in
human brain, artificial neural memories (ANM) in the
form of virtual 3D pyramidal architecture are built using
the modeling approach. Inside the ANM pyramid, the
constituent components are hierarchically organized and
dominated by a logic domain at the apex to define its
contents and control memory processing, therefore, each
ANM functions as a memory encoder and information
processor. Unlike the planar matrix design of artificial
neural networks, in which information sequentially flows
from one layer to the next, within the ANM pyramid,
information flow can spatially bypass the unneeded
components and directly jump to the target memories.

Outside the ANM pyramid, a constantly updated
cross-indexing library maintains a stereoscopic map of
the localization of artificial memories. Similar categories
of ANM pyramids are further organized hierarchically
into a higher level of pyramidal architecture, while
distinct but closed associated categories of ANM
pyramids are horizontally organized into flat networks. In
addition to memory storage, each ANM pyramid is
capable of processing memory-related information
independently or in collaboration with other pyramids
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of ANM architecture.
Logic control: the predominant domain defining
pyramidal contents and controlling ANM activities; M:
memory component; G and paired blank bars: checkpoint
gate carrying dynamically changing weights; input:
incoming signal; output: outgoing signal; cross-indexing
library: maintaining a 3D map of memory localization;
GAB: virtual gate controlling information flow between
pyramids A and B, it carries an overall weight determined
by all involved gates within upstream pyramid A.

Inside the pyramid, a checkpoint gate carrying
dynamically evolving weight is conveniently set between
adjacent memory components to memorize the priority
state and control information flow out of the upstream
component. Depending on the practical needs, these
checkpoint gates can either be placed right outside a
component or be embedded within the component for
finer control. When an ANM pyramid is first built, the
weights can be universally set to a small positive value for
convenience, with time elapses, the specific weight
carried by each gate will soon be enhanced if the input
signal is stimulatory or suppressed if the input signal is
inhibitory. The differential weight carried by each
checkpoint gate within a pyramid is defined by a simple
function as follows:

Wg(N+1)=Wg(N)+Gu×Gi×Cg

In this equation, Wg(N+1) is the dynamic weight of a
checkpoint gate reset after event N+1; Wg(N) is the prior
weight; Gu is the frequency of use; Gi is the importance
of a memory-related event; Cg is a ±1 constant;
Gu×Gi×Cg is the net change of weight following the
event. For any significant event, Gu is a simple count of
gate involvement and counted once when the absolute
value of a valid signal exceeds the threshold. Gi
represents the importance of each activity assigned
according to predetermined rules, taking Pythagorean
theorem for instance, the lowest value is assigned if the
purpose is to figure out correct answer to a quiz, while the
highest value is assigned if the purpose is to figure out a
life-saving escape route. Cg is a constant, when the input
signal is stimulatory (liked), Cg=+1, the weight increases,
when the input signal is inhibitory (hated), Cs=-1, the
weight decreases.

Since the actually recruited memory components are
determined by the nature of activity and vary from time to
time, when multiple ANM pyramids are involved, the
overall weight carried by the virtual gate set between any
two pyramids will be a weighted sum of all weights
carried by the involved checkpoint gates within the
upstream pyramid, and the calculation formula is as
follows:

In this function, Wp is the overall weight carried by a
virtual gate set between two pyramids; Wg is the weight
of involved checkpoint gate within the upstream pyramid;
X is the proportion of weighed contribution of Wg to Wp
during an event, in which the total contribution of all
involved checkpoint gates within an ANM pyramid
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equals to 1. Wp reflects the overall state of upstream
pyramid involvement and plays an important role in
making predictions based on the weighted contributions
of upstream memory components.
Like a new book arrives at a large library, when a fresh

memory becomes available for storage, it is first
presented to the cross-indexing library for documentation.
Once the indexing is completed and an index tag is added,
the new memory is incorporated into the right address for
storage, followed by guided association with preexisting
memories. In the meantime, a virtual gate with a default
weight is created in close vicinity, at this point, the newly
stored memory is ready for retrieval and utilization.
During memory processing, the logic domain interprets

input signals and disseminates designated tasks down the
ANM pyramid to mobilize relevant components. Since
the weights of both checkpoint gates within a pyramid
and virtual gates between two pyramids are either known
or estimable, a simple forward propagation algorithm can
be experimented in computation. In the meantime, a
separate negative feedback mechanism can be employed
to serve two purposes: the first is to facilitate the most
promising route that likely leads to the predicted outcome
by suppressing those less promising parallel pathways;
the second is to terminate the propagation process of
selected route when a desirable outcome is obtained.
During memory maintenance, criteria defining the fate

of memories stored in ANM pyramids are predetermined
for housekeeping purposes. For example, memories with
low use rate are periodically archived, and memories
barely used for a long period of time are deleted, only
leaving cross-indexing tags in the library. The
housekeeping mechanism has obvious advantages,
especially when memory storage becomes massive,
because it can not only make valuable rooms for new
memories but also shorten memory retrieval time to
improve the efficiency.
For artificial memories with processor function,

creativity, intuition, and insight are highly desirable
attributes, although all contemporarily built intelligent
machines perform poorly in these aspects. To model on a
developing human brain, nurturing creativity not only
requires extensive associations to support the complex
state of neural networks but also needs filtration of
imagination products to retain outcomes that are most
pertinent to the goal[3]. Fortunately, the well-defined
architecture of ANM pyramids allows extensive
interconnection into predictable networks to support
reasonably complex states, meanwhile, the transparent
computational processes make it easier to interpret the
prediction outcomes. In addition, any exploratory
connections between pyramids permissible in multiple
dimensions could potentially nurture machine creativity
within particular contexts.

Nevertheless, machine intelligence are represented by
numbers and relies on algorithm-based computation,
random exploratory connections alone may not be
adequate to nurture creativity, because the ANM
pyramids that contain unorthodox solutions for
outstanding problems are weakly associated. In fact, the
weights carried by virtual gates between pyramids are
inversely proportional to the level of creativity,
practically, there is a very low probability for a pyramid
to establish connection with distal pyramids harboring
creative solutions. Even if the exploratory associations do
produce creative solutions, the random process would
inevitably generate massive possibilities, consequently,
filtering out the correct result would be just as challenging
as solving the problem per se.
Two approaches may help address the above problems:

the first is to nurture qualitative leaps based on drastic
quantitative changes; the second is to take advantages of
the outliers, irregularities or inconsistencies to explore the
odds, and to filter out the vast majority of conventional
predictions in the output. Taking respiratory signs in the
differential diagnosis of pulmonary diseases for instance,
when a senile patient with known chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease expectorates slightly bloody sputum,
the lowest level of importance is assigned to this expected
common sign of known nature; when a healthy senile
patient with a long heavy smoking history suddenly
coughs up fresh blood, the highest importance is assigned
to this high-risk sign that could signal lung cancer
invading blood vessels. By assigning drastic weights to
the relevant checkpoint gates, especially when the
relevance of this sign has been repeatedly validated, the
ANM pyramid can learn from such scenarios.
Because the gate is now carrying a drastically

increased weight, the upstream memory component gains
priority and will dominate future logic reasoning event,
when similar scenario recurs next time, the ANM directly
makes a judgment call, including but limited to
recommending chest CT scan, to rule out the possibility
of fatal lung cancer without conducting thoroughly
quantitative computation. With proper incentives, the
ANM pyramid would learn to extrapolate the experience
to similar scenarios.
The second approach mainly explores outliers and

anomalies potentially pertinent to the goal, a good
example is a minor irregularity in chest CT image during
differential diagnosis. When an elderly patient with a
recent travel history to pandemic area visits a local clinic
due to dry cough, fever and dyspnea, besides bilaterally
distributed crazy-paving patterns on chest CT scan, the
result of rapid SARS-CoV-2 test is also positive, up to
this point, all evidence supports a clinical diagnosis of
COVID-19 with 99% confidence. In the opacity
background, however, there is an isolated low-attenuation
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shadow of 1 mm in diameter, although this irregularity
coincides with an old tuberculosis cavity and does not
necessarily conflict with COVID-19 diagnosis, given the
senile age and heavy smoking history, lung cancer cannot
be fully ruled out. If incentives are given, the ANM
pyramid will attempt to establish exploratory associations
with remotely linked but potentially pertinent diagnostic
pyramids to further examine this minor irregularity. At
the end, the final diagnosis could be moderate COVID-19
complicated with a more fatal early-stage lung cancer
comorbidity, with accumulative learning experience, the
ANM pyramid would become more creative in handling
these outliers in a qualitative manner.

V. The Artificial Diagnostic Pyramid

The ANM pyramid is a convenient architecture for
applications in multiple fields, for example, a pyramid for
COVID-19 diagnosis may concisely consist of 5 basic
memory components: the logic domain at the apex
defines disease properties and controls internal data
processing; the symptom and sign component memorizes
common clinical manifestations such as dry cough and
fever; the pulmonary function component memorizes
common indexes such as SaO2 and PaO2/FiO2, which
are useful in assessing disease severity; the SARS-CoV-2
detection component memorizes virological test results;
and the chest CT silhouette component memorizes typical
radiological features such as ground glass opacity as the
most common findings[20]. With the availability of
accumulating confirmed cases worldwide, the high-level
evidence can be used to reliably adjust the importance of
each memory component and finely tune the weight of
checkpoint gate to more objectively reflect the
contribution of each index to correct diagnosis (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 ANM pyramid for the diagnosis and differential
diagnosis of COVID-19. CNN is a plug-in satellite
module to carry out more thorough analysis of original
chest CT images if the silhouettes are insufficient.
Confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 relies on

virological detection of SARS-CoV-2, but RT-PCR

technique often produces false negative or positive results
in practice[21], especially with various rapid test kits.
Chest CT features and distribution patterns, however, are
characteristic in assisting the diagnosis and differential
diagnosis[22], for instance, subpleural ground-glass
opacity, crazy-paving patterns and dense consolidation
are frequently observed in the early stage, progressive
stage and peak stage, respectively[23]. In practice, AI
techniques, particularly the deep learning algorithms, are
effective in chest CT imaging analysis to distinguish
various types of pneumonia[24]. In fact, the characteristic
CT features and their distribution patterns seem to matter
much more than the fine voxel details and precise volume
of lung involvement. Instead of using high-resolution 3D
CT images, streamlined silhouettes can be extracted and
stored in ANM pyramids, meanwhile descriptors of the
representative features are properly defined in the logic
domain. The use of silhouettes not only simplifies image
processing such as object detection and segmentation but
also eliminates some of the background noises and
reduces dimensionality, leading to lower computational
loads and higher diagnostic efficiency.
First of all, the silhouettes containing key features need

to be extracted from patient’s chest CT images, following
necessary pretreatment, these silhouettes with relatively
low dimensions are stored in ANM pyramids. When
image deformation and approximation are allowed, the
typical features and distribution patterns can be directly
compared even if certain features vary in appearance,
direction, and localization. Since convolutional neural
networks (CNN) have demonstrated satisfactory
performance in recognizing objects within radiological
images[25] and in classifying CT images of COVID-19[26],
for complex cases requiring highly accurate
voxel-by-voxel analysis, the diagnostic ANM pyramid is
linked to an externally plug-in CNN satellite in order to
provide a backup assurance. In the meantime, the CNN
satellite can be used to validate silhouette performance.
Despite the usefulness of CNN in CT imaging analysis,

the lack of transparency in real-world applications is a
common shortcoming of many AI techniques[27], in
particular, explainability is an inherent problem for
machine learning and deep neural networks[28]. Therefore,
the transparency and interpretability of ANM pyramid are
clearly advantageous in tracking computational processes
and in making predictions.
Due to the unavailability of therapeutically effective

chemicals and biologics, oxygen therapy, supportive care,
and complication management have become the primary
care for COVID-19. Clinically, these interventions need
to be assessed in a timely manner to adjust the subsequent
treatment, practically, ANM pyramid provides a
convenient architecture for this purpose. In addition to
memorizing the dynamic changes of patient’s conditions,
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AI techniques such as unsupervised machine learning
algorithms can be utilized to cluster patients in multiple
dimensions in order to better predict patient’s response to
interventions[29]. If necessary, the ANM pyramid can be
linked to plug-in satellite modules such as unsupervised
machine learning clustering algorithms, especially when
pattern recognition, data clustering and dimensionality
reduction are needed[30]. In addition to predicting
patient’s likely responses to interventions, the integrative
ANM pyramids can help predict the probable occurrence
of complications and the most possible clinical outcomes
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 ANM pyramids for individualized assessment
and prediction of responses to various interventions in
patients with confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19.
Clinically, the ANM pyramid can assist doctors not

only in selecting appropriate interventions but also in
establishing early warnings for the occurrence of
complications by predicting the most likely outcomes in
high-risk patients. Under the circumstances that the
clinical and laboratory data are inadequate for a particular
patient, information of similar cases can be referred
contingently. During this process, the accuracy and
reliability of each prediction are constantly validated and
timely tuned by comparing with the actual outcomes, and
the weights of corresponding checkpoint gates are
updated accordingly.

VI. Conclusions

The advancement in theoretical neurobiology
continues to create new modeling opportunities for AI.
The transparent ANM pyramid provides a practical
architecture to mimic human memory encoding and
orchestration, with continuing improvement, extensively
networked ANM capable of supporting the complex state
may eventually lead to the creation of an artificial brain.
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